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Honor student Taka is hopelessly in love with his totally cute childhood friend, Ken. Always worried

about Ken, Taka can never steal a kiss or make love. Though Taka is usually cool and composed,

he doesnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t know how to get together with Ken! Imagine what their first time would be like..!
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The book has pretty art and is fun to read. Ken is a complete airhead. He accepts everything his

friend says from his love confession to sex. That is if they ever make it that far. (The reason I took

off a star is the mission is never completed. Funny but...) Taka is stuck in his fantasies. He is

perfectly serious in everything, but with Ken, he slips into la la land. It's kind of an interesting quirk.

You could say he's an airhead too. Their funny quirks make the story. That they have known each

other for so long, makes it believable. Oddly, they are having communication problems but that

maybe because it's their first relationship. An odd couple that is oddly right for each other.

I loved it!!!!1. It's completely consensual.2. It is realistic, in how two long time friends might go about

forming a relationship.3. The art is great.4. It's really funny.5. It's really sweet.6. It's really

hot!!!!!Amazing! Read it, it will brighten your day.

This is a perfect read if ur looking for stories about idiot couple and school boys story. Not much

smut but there are some sexy scenes. And the story and the characters are very funny.



So cute and seriously funny the seme is so worried about being cool and meticulous that everything

goes awry from the start I was laughing to the end with his fantasies. Good read

Frankly, this deserves a proper review.As far as I'm concerned, this is absolutely one of THE

funniest yaoi/shounen-ai manga out there. It says 16+, but this really ought to be 18+ given that

there's plenty of sex and nudity.But it's all very comedic. It's playing with the VERY common yaoi

trope of "Childhood best friends who turn into lovers". We've seen that scenario countless times by

any number of different artists, but Rize Shinba's take is particular funny, clever, well-paced, and

even very well drawn (as it should be given the mangaka in question).I already basically explained

the premise, but the twist is this: Ken and Taka have been best friends forever, with the adorable

and cute Ken (uke) perceiving Taka as just incredibly cool and untouchable, when the truth is that

Taka is a bit of a dweeb with a totally obvious crush on Ken, and Ken is too naive to pick up on it.So

incredibly awkward hilarity ensues, and even though both boys are virgins, Taka tries to maintain a

false air of sexual expertise to try and impress Ken, and fails pretty miserably. The whole thing is

very funny. The pacing and timing of the plot, the comedic interludes, randomly seeing Taka's

sexual fantasies as he spaces out staring at Ken... It's all pretty original and hilarious and just really

fun.Another thing -- there is ABOLUTELY NO HINT OF DUB-CON OR NON-CON YAYYY! I always

feel happy when I discover a cute Japanese manga like this and everything is TOTALLY

consensual. Occasionally we see some of Taka's illustrated over-the-top fantasies could be

*sliiiiightly* like that but it's fantasy played for laughs from an awkward teenage Japanese boy so it's

probably accurate regardless.Anyway, like I said, this thing's a total gem. Pick it up while it's still

cheap, I doubt it'll ever see a reprint.
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